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1. Introduction
Witten’s observations on twistor-space properties of QCD scattering amplitudes [1] led to a
number of new calculational methods like the diagrammatic rules of Cachazo, Svrcˇeck and Wit-
ten (CSW) [2], the on-shell recursion relations of Britto, Cachazo, Feng and Witten (BCWF) [3, 4]
and a renewed interest in unitarity methods for loop calculations [5]. Several challenges remain to
turn these methods into viable alternatives to traditional approaches e.g. automatization, the nu-
merical stability and the extension to massive particles. This contribution reviews progress in the
latter area. In section 2 Supersymmetry (SUSY) is used to relate the simplest helicity amplitudes
of massive quarks and scalars. Extensions of the BCFW and CSW rules to massive quarks and
scalars are presented in sections 3 and 4.
2. MHV amplitudes and SUSY Ward-Identities for massive quarks and scalars
The simplest helicity amplitudes of gluons are the "maximally helicity violating" (MHV) am-
plitudes with two negative helicity gluons and an arbitrary number of positive helicity gluons [6].
In spinor-helicity notation the color-ordered partial amplitudes (see e.g. [5]) read
An(g+1 , . . . ,g
−
i , . . . ,g
−
j , . . .g
+
n ) = i2n/2−1
〈i j〉4
〈12〉 〈23〉 . . . 〈(n−1)n〉〈n1〉 . (2.1)
Color-stripped tree amplitudes of massless quarks in QCD are identical to those of gluinos Λ in an
unbroken SUSY Yang-Mills theory. Using the fact that the SUSY charge annihilates the vacuum,
one can derive SUSY Ward-identities (SWIs) in an unbroken SUSY Yang-Mills theory:
0 = 〈0|[QSUSY(η),Φ1 . . .Φn]|0〉= ∑
i
〈0|Φ1 . . .δηΦi . . .Φn|0〉 . (2.2)
The SUSY transformations of the helicity states parameterized by an anti-commuting spinor η read
δη g± = Γ±η (k)Λ± , δηΛ± = Γ∓η (k)g± (2.3)
where Γ±η (k) =
√
2〈η ±|k∓〉. These transformations can be used in the SWI to relate the MHV
amplitudes (2.1) to amplitudes with massless quarks [7]:
〈1 j〉An( ¯Λ−1 ,g+2 , . . . ,g−j , . . . ,Λ+n ) = 〈n j〉An(g−1 ,g+2 , . . . ,g−j , . . . ,g+n ). (2.4)
The MHV amplitudes can serve as building blocks for all massless QCD amplitudes, either
as vertices in CSW diagrams [2] or as input in BCFW relations [3, 4]. As a starting point for
the extension of such methods one can therefore consider the simplest amplitudes with massive
particles, e.g. amplitudes with a pair of massive scalars and positive helicity gluons [8]
A( ¯φ1,g+2 , . . . ,φn) = i2n/2−1m2
〈2+ |∏n−2j=3 (y1, j −/k j/k1, j) |n−1〉
y1,2y1,3 . . .y1,n−2 〈23〉〈34〉 . . .〈(n−2)(n−1)〉 (2.5)
where ki, j = ki + . . .k j and y1, j = k21, j −m2. The amplitudes (2.5) can be related to amplitudes with
massive quarks using SWIs in a SUSY Yang-Mills theory with a massive quark Q and two complex
massive scalars φ± as super-partners [9]. External states of massive quarks can be introduced as
u(±) = 1〈p♭∓|q±〉 (/p+m) |q±〉 , u¯(±) =
1
〈q∓|p♭±〉 〈q∓|(/p+m) (2.6)
2
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with the light-like vector p♭ = p− p2/(2p · q)q and where q defines the axis of the quark spin.
The “helicity” states of the quarks defined by the spinors (2.6) are related to the scalars by SUSY
transformations
δη Q± =−Γ±η (k)φ±+Σ∓η (k,q)φ∓ , δη φ± =−Γ∓η (k)Q±−Σ∓η (k,q)Q∓ (2.7)
where Σ±η (k,q) =
√
2m〈q±|η∓〉/〈q±|k∓〉. For the choice |η+〉 ∝ |q+〉 the terms proportional
to the mass drop out and the transformations become similar to the massless case (2.3). The ampli-
tudes with massive quarks and positive helicity gluons are related to the scalar amplitudes (2.5) by
a simple SWI:
〈1q〉A( ¯Q+1 ,g+2 , . . . ,Q−n ) = 〈nq〉A( ¯φ+1 ,g+2 , . . . ,φ−n ). (2.8)
The amplitudes with one negative helicity gluon can also be related to scalar amplitudes [9].
3. On-shell recursion relations for massive quarks
The on-shell recursion relations [3, 4, 10] express tree amplitudes in terms of products of two
amplitudes with fewer external particles:
An(Φ1, . . . ,Φn) =
n
∑
P(i, j),σ
A(Φr, . . . ,Φ′i, . . . ,Φs,−Φ′K σ )
i
K2−m2 A(Φ
′
K
−σ
, . . . ,Φ′j, . . . ,Φr−1). (3.1)
The sum is over helicities σ and all partitions of momenta P(i, j) into two sets so that ki is in one
of the sets and k j in the other one. On the right hand side the two external momenta ki and k j are
shifted into the complex plane. For light-like ki and k j the shift is performed by shifting the spinors
according to
|i′+〉= |i+〉− z | j+〉 , | j′−〉= | j−〉+ z |i−〉 . (3.2)
In each term of the relation (3.1), the value of z is chosen so that the internal momentum K′ =
kr + · · ·+ k′i + · · ·+ ks is on-shell.
One approach for the application of on-shell recursion relations to amplitudes of massive par-
ticles with spin [11] expresses (3.1) in terms of “stripped” amplitudes with removed external polar-
ization spinors. Recently all amplitudes with a pair of massive quarks and up to four gluons have
been calculated in this framework [12]. As shown in [13] one can also treat internal quarks in the
helicity formalism which allows to shift also massive quark lines. This can be used to show that
all QCD amplitudes (i.e. also those with only massive quarks) can be obtained from BCFW rela-
tions and simplifies the structure of the recursion relations in some cases. The shift of two massive
momenta pi/ j is implemented by decomposing them into two two light-like vectors li/ j
pi = li +α jl j , p j = αili + l j. (3.3)
For explicit expressions see [13]. The shift of massive-quark spinors ui(−) and u¯ j(+) is defined as
ui
′(−) = ui(−)− z |l j+〉 , u¯′j(+) = u¯ j(+)+ z〈li+| . (3.4)
Here |l j±〉 have to be used as reference spinors for a massive quark Qi (and vice versa for Q j) in
order to obtain completeness relations and to avoid spurious poles in z [13]. For an internal massive
quark QK in (3.1), one uses the reference spinors |l j+〉 and 〈li+|.
3
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The proof of the BCFW relations in [4] continues the scattering amplitude to arbitrary complex
values of z and requires limz→∞ A(z) = 0. This constrains the helicity of the particles i and j.
By estimating the z → ∞ behavior of individual Feynman diagrams as in [4] it follows that the
case (i+, j−) is always allowed unless i and j are quarks joined by a fermion line [14]. Using
a supplementary three particle shift [10, 13] one can show that also the combinations (g+i ,g+j ),
(g+i ,Q+j ) and (q+i ,Q+j ) for a massless quark qi are allowed. Amplitudes with only massive quarks
can be obtained by shifting three external legs. The case (i−, j−) is analogous [13].
4. CSW diagrams for massive scalars
In the CSW rules [2] QCD amplitudes are constructed from diagrams with vertices that are
given by off-shell continuations of the MHV amplitudes (2.1). External massive gauge- and Higgs
bosons have been included in this approach in [15, 16]. In [17] it is shown how to extend the
CSW rules to propagating massive scalars using a canonical transformation method [18] and by
the construction of a twistor action that reduces to the CSW-Lagrangian in a certain gauge [19]. It
is expected that similar rules for massive particles with spin can be derived in an analogous way.
In the approach of [18], one works with the light-cone gauge Lagrangian that contains only
the physical modes of the gluon, Az (positive helicity) and Az¯ (negative helicity), with interactions
of the helicity structure L (3)++−, L
(3)
+−− and L
(4)
++−−. A canonical transformation to new variables
B[Az] and ¯B[Az,Az¯] [18] can be used to eliminate the non-MHV vertex L (3)++− in favor of a tower of
MHV-vertices L (n)+···+−−. A similar procedure can be applied to the light-cone gauge Lagrangian
for scalars with the structure
L
(2)( ¯φφ)+L (3)( ¯φAzφ)+L (3)( ¯φAz¯φ)+L (4)( ¯φAzAz¯φ)+L (4)( ¯φφ ¯φφ) (4.1)
Using the same transformation φ → ξ [φ ,Az] for massive and massless scalars in addition to
the transformation of the gluons, one can eliminate the non-MHV type coupling L (3)( ¯φAzφ) and
obtains the MHV vertices for massless scalars [20] such as
VCSW( ¯ξ1,g+2 , . . .g−i , . . .ξn) =−i2n/2−1 〈in〉
2 〈1i〉2
〈12〉 . . . 〈(n−1)n〉〈n1〉 (4.2)
and an additional tower of vertices with a pair of scalars and an arbitrary number of positive helicity
gluons that is generated from the transformation of the mass term [17]:
VCSW( ¯ξ1,g+2 , . . .ξn) = i2n/2−1 −m
2 〈1n〉
〈12〉 . . . 〈(n−1)n〉 (4.3)
As an application, consider the proof of the BCFW recursion relation for a (g+i ,g
+
j ) shift. For
gluon amplitudes this follows from the CSW representation [4]. The rules given here allow to
extend this argument to amplitudes with massive scalars [17], without recourse to auxilary shifts.
5. Conclusions
We have reviewed the extensions of new methods for the calculation of scattering amplitudes
to massive particles. While we have focused on results for QCD tree amplitudes including massive
quarks or scalars, first steps for the extension to the electro-weak theory have appeared [16, 11] and
some of the on-shell approaches to loop calculations [5] generalize to the massive case.
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